Tranquility

™

Instructions to perform the test
Always store the Softbox gel pack, the blood tubes and the box at room temperature. Do
not refrigerate or freeze.

Book the courier 1 day before the blood draw following the Instructions to ship the
sample.

Login to www.genoma.com and activate your kit before shipping the sample.

Check the kit
1. Ensure that all documents and materials are present:

Test requisition
form and
informed
c onsent (TRF)

Instruc tions to
ship the sample

3 Proforma
Invoic e

DHL S hipment
Waybill

DHL Express
Flyer shipping
bag

EPS box

Card to ac tivate
your kit

4 or 5 Free
labels
(AGxxxxxxxxxxxx)

Biohaz ard bag
and absorbent
sheet

1 or 2 Blood
tubes

S oftbox gel pac k
Do not refrigerate

2. Check the expiry date on the blood tube(s)
If expired, please contact us: +41 58 1000 100 or genoma@genoma.com

Fill out the documents
3. Fill out all the fields of the Test requisition form and informed consent (TRF) and:
write clearly on the top of the TRF the 14 digits from the tube(s) barcode (GAxxxxxxxxxxxx)
ensure your prescriber has signed the TRF
sign on pages 1 and 2 of the TRF

4. Fill out all the ﬁelds of the Card to activate your kit and write clearly the 14 digits from the tube(s) barcode
(GAxxxxxxxxxxxx)
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Blood draw
5. Ask the qualified person for a blood draw to fill the provided tube(s) with 8 to 10 mL of venous blood per tube

6. Mix by gentle inversion 8-10 times

7. Stick the provided labels (AGxxxxxxxxxxxx):
one 'TUBE' label on each tube
one 'TRF' label on the each side of the TRF
one 'CARD' label on the Card to activate your kit
Stick the 'TUBE' label under the word
Streck without covering the existing
barcode (GAxxxxxxxxxxxx)

Now that the Card to activate your
kit is completed, keep it for yourself
Front
Back

Pack and ship
8. Place the labelled tube(s) into the biohazard bag
which contains the absorbent sheet, and seal it
carefully (Do not refrigerate)
9. Place the Softbox gel pack and the biohazard bag
containing the tube(s) into the EPS box and close it.
Then, place it inside Tranquility box, add the labelled
TRF on top of the EPS box and close the Tranquility
box
10. Ship the Tranquility box following the Instructions to
ship the sample

The report will be issued within 4 working days on average from the time of reception in the laboratory (unless further analysis are
required)
For any question you may have, please contact us: +41 58 1000 100 or genoma@genoma.com
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